Winter/Spring

Welcome...
It's a special privilege to
bring OSCAR, its products
and services to you and your
pet. The opportunity to get to
know you better will ensure
you can have all the benefits
to suit your personal needs.
Your very own nutritional
advisor delivers much more
than pet food – as well as
advice on nutrition and
behaviour there are toys,
treats, health care products,
training aids and bags full of
health and happiness.
The more OSCAR is seen
around your area the more
other pets can learn about
what's missing in their lives.

Thank you for sharing

OSCAR
in 2017

A Fresh

Start

A new year is generally a good time for change, and while we
promise to do more exercise and watch what we eat the same
applies to our pets.
There's no escaping exercise with your pet and as the saying goes
'You are what you eat', which applies to you too. Your pet will let you
know just by its appearance if things are not right. Signs start to show
such as poor skin and coat condition, mood, behaviour, weight or just
getting older and diet might be the main factor.
It pays to review their well-being and who
better to ask than your Local Nutritional
Advisor. With so much knowledge and a
selection of high quality pet foods you can
at least begin to put them back on track.

Just ask
for

advice

The pet food range is not only formulated
to keep a healthy pet fit and active but
you can help support any age or condition –
or even pets with special needs.

OVER TO YOU...
...for a bottle of bubbly

Feed
Back

Emma Shaw
Rachel Knight OSCAR Northampton
“Ludo and I always look forward to our OSCAR delivery from Rachel.
Thank you for great advice; Ludo is doing really well on your
recommended food, and his glossy coat looks beautiful. All the natural
ingredients in the food and treats means no upset to his sensitive
tummy. Home delivery makes life so easy and convenient – with such
a broad range to choose from there is something tasty for every dog
out there.”

How would you like to
contribute to NewsXtra? You
love your pets enough to feed
OSCAR food and we want to hear
your happy ‘tails’ of appreciation.
In return for getting published
there will be a bottle of
Champagne with your
next delivery.
Simply pass on any
good news to your
Nutritional Advisor
and we will do the
rest!

Thank you

Happy

Days

Feed
Back

Jack and Martha Taylor
Richard Hebden
OSCAR Flintshire
"Just a quick note to say a
public thank you to Richard
Hebden, our local OSCAR
advisor. Very interesting and
knowledgeable about pet food
and more. Speaking a lot of
sense - didn't try to convince
us, merely presented the facts.
So we put Holly, our 11-yearold Collie, on Pinnacle+ and
after 2/3 weeks her coat is
looking shinier, she
has more energy
and her poo is
more solid,
plus she
looks forward
to meal times."

OSCAR is a business with a reputation that is known for its quality and
dedication. Making sure your pet food reaches you on time is a very
important part of our service, and we aim to become your pet’s best friend
forever! But taking the backache out of pet shopping gives us the opportunity
to get to know you better and gain your trust and confidence in our full range
of products and services.
In order to establish a presence in the local community
we would be grateful for your loyalty. Should you find
yourself in the position of meeting a pet owner who
could benefit, please share your experience of
being an OSCAR customer – and earn an
OSCAR Xtra special reward...

Thank you
your Nutritional Advisor

...XTRA SPECIAL REWARD
How would you like to go on a
FREE pet friendly holiday for
two weeks?
Now you can with OSCAR! Simply
recommend a friend, family
member, work colleague or
neighbour who you think might
benefit from one of the
foods within the OSCAR
range and they will receive
an OSCAR Starter Pack
and you’ll get a free entry
with our Prize Entry
Ticket (PET).

Worth
£1000

Snoop
Lynne Davis
OSCAR customer
Bridgnorth

Talk to your Nutritional
Advisor or look out for more
information - coming soon!

Hello, I’m

Otto…
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Unique to OSCAR! The first and only pet food
franchise to offer its network of franchisees a
formal nutritional qualification that is Ofqual
*(Office of Qualifications and Examinations
Regulation) recognised.
Alongside a range of pet foods that speak for themselves
in quality nutrition, every OSCAR franchisee has trained to
become a Nutritional Advisor. While OSCAR is always
looking for ways to help franchisees support their
customers, this opportunity really is something very
special.
This valuable accomplishment provides a higher level of
expertise, and even more credibility in being able to provide
customers with expert advice on nutrition and behaviour.
*In collaboration with the Centre of Applied Pet Ethology (COAPE), which
provides a range of residential and correspondence courses in companion
animal behaviour and behaviour therapy.

If you have any queries
about your pets, need
nutritional advice or
have anything you
would like to tell us
about your pets please
talk to your Nutritional
Advisor or visit
www.oscar.co.uk

the OSCAR chief
taster and, being
a Labrador, I'm
more than happy
to woof down
anything they put
in my bowl.

OTTO’S
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Otto - Bath

birds

With a large number of birds feeding
from the same area there is a risk of
increased disease.
Most diseases are transmitted by
droppings which, if contaminated
and mixed with food, may cause
infection. Contamination can
originate either from birds or animals
such as rats therefore it's important
to keep the area
clean and
remove stale
food.

Look for the Birdies
The weather can be harsh and food scarce for our feathered friends.
Don't forget your Nutritional Advisor can help with seeds and nuts.
Your local Nutritional Advisor

